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ABSTRACT

This study aimed to determine various characters implemented at modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS). This school is in Pleret, Bantul, Special Region of Yogyakarta, Indonesia. This research was a case study. The researcher carefully investigated a program, event, activity, process, or individual whose case is time-limited, and activity is determined by using a qualitative approach. The data were analyzed using descriptive analysis. The researcher has analyzed the research based on data obtained from interviews, observation, and documentation. The characters implemented at MBS are religious character, independence, social character, team building, and ta’zim (RISTA). Implementing these character values benefits students' mental health, resulting in strong Islamic personalities and good mental health MBS graduates.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION

Character education is not only the memorizing process of learning materials in the classroom but character-building needs habituation. Continuous habituation can make the students be skilled. For example, habituations of doing good and honest action, being sportive and shy to act lazy and let the environment dirty. Character is not built instantly but should be trained continuously, seriously and proportionally to reach ideal shape and strength, in achieving a intelligent generation capable of character and personality [1]–[3].

Character strengths are described as traits that are inherently positively valued and contribute to a good life [4]. Since humans’ creation, they have various life potentials and functions in this world. Therefore, humans have selection position, the best and primary humans, in the formation of attitudes in addition to educating reason [5], [6]. Being the best and central, humans should have a strong character.

Zubaedi presented his opinion on character education, which is more than a good nature that has a core in the teaching program and develop character or behaviors by inspiring societies’ values and belief as moral strength. In the life through honesty, trustworthiness, discipline, and cooperation which emphasizes on affective aspect (feeling/attitude) without leaving cognitive aspects (rational thinking), skill aspects (skill to process data and present opinion [7]. Substantially, character education aims to guide and facilitate children to have positive characters [8]. A learning environment is improved through daily implementation, direct instruction, literature use, and parents’ involvement [9], model example and sanction provision [10].

The objective of character education is to improve human resource quality because it will determine nation development. The qualified character should be formed and maintained from an early age because it is a golden period to identify an individual’s character. Developing children’s character is our parents and our
Character education is embedded through values education that becomes a nation character fundamental value. Therefore, it is values development which comes from Indonesia nation ideology, religion, culture, and values formulated in national education, to become a mature human being and have the abilities in accordance with the expected goals. Character values which are developed at school are in relationship with the Allah, self [13], environment, and nationality. Education institution influences in creating graduates, including in applying character education. For example, in the Study Program of Islam Religion Education of Ahmad Dahlan University, the character education is packaged in ORNAMI ( Orientasi Penanaman Nilai ai-Islam dan Kemuhammadiyahan) activity which is aimed to provide understanding on students’ religious values [14].

Character education in essence is to carve morals through the process of knowing the good, loving the good, and acting the good, namely an educational process that involves cognitive, emotional, and physical aspects, so that noble character can be engraved into a habit of the mind, heart, and hands [15]. We can distinguish three types of “character education”: i) simple moral education (basically, Kohlberg’s moral education in the classroom), ii) just, community education (Deweyesque’ practice which emphasizes on democratic decision making outside the school), and iii) simple character education (try to build character in or outside the first grade attitude at one moment by emphasizing good behaviors) [16]. Boarding school is an Islamic educational institution that has education, and social function by using dormitory system guided by teachers and kyai to become expert in Islam (mutafaqqih fiddiin) and warner in goodness (mandzirul qawm), [17]. Pesantren is considered to give birth to a young generation who is not only smart in knowledge, but rather have a good personality or character, because pesantren is also the most important and oldest educational institution in Indonesia engaged in the development of Islamic religious knowledge [18].

Current boarding schools can be classified into traditional boarding schools (TBS) and modern boarding schools (MBS). In its teaching, TBS only teach and deepen classical Islam as the education core. In the TBS, it teaches classical Islam without introducing a general lesson. While MBS has embedded general lessons in the Islamic school, which is developed public school types in boarding school environment. Boarding school education is aimed to enrich scientific treasure of each students (santri), improve morale, train or improve spirit, respect humanistic spiritual values, teach moral attitudes and behaviors [19], and prepare Islamic religious santri to live in modest life with a clean heart [20]. In the 21st century [21], students’ character and emotional-social competence will bring to leading school [22], character education requires strategies to be applied at school [23].

Susan divided three types of Islam education: Education of Muslims, Education for Muslims, and Education about Islam [24]. Boarding school is a solution to embed students’ character education because all students’ activities are integrated into a comprehensive curriculum system which covers three typologies of Islam education. Besides, boarding school is also an Indonesian special education institution which can respond to the challenges of the modernization era. From this explanation, this research has two research questions: 1) what are the values of character education at the Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret? and 2) how is the implementation of character education values in Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret Bantul?

2. METHOD

The research was a case study field that utilized a qualitative approach. In this research, the researchers carefully observed a program, event, activity, process, or a group of individuals whose cases are limited by the determined time. The research flow can be seen in Figure 1. The informants were selected to understand the history of Modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, and their teaching-learning activities. The selected informants were the director, manager, dormitory assistant, and some santris. Observation, interviews, and documentation are administrated to obtain information about the implementation of character education to gain relevant, in-depth, and appropriate information to support this research. The triangulation technique was utilized as data analysis. It was done by combining all data which is obtained from a determined data source, and the conclusion was drawn. Observations were made to gather information about MBS's character education program.

The information gathered serves as the foundation for determining the issue under consideration. Interviews with the MBS Director, teachers, and students were conducted. In this study, interviews were conducted to obtain comprehensive information about the implementation of character education in MBS.
beginning with policy, planning, implementation, evaluation, and problems encountered during implementation. Documentation is used at MBS to obtain information about policy letters, schedules, and character education programs. Step 1: The researcher conducts preliminary research and then records the findings used as the foundation for this research. Step 2: The researcher creates an interview proposal and an interview instrument. Furthermore, researchers conducted interviews and observations to collect data on how students' mental health is developed because of the character of life they live at Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret. Step 3: After collecting the data, it is interpreted and concluded using descriptive analysis. The study's findings were presented in the form of tables and figures.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are four principle indicators of character education implementation at school in California to support high academic achievement; i) a good school ensures physical cleanliness and environment is maintained well. ii) a good school will uphold justice, equality, care, and respect. iii) a good school has students who contribute in meaningful ways. iv) a good school promotes their studying community well and care of social relation [25]. Character is a set of complex psychological characteristics which enable an individual act as a moral agent. Character education is good and the most primary education to control behaviors [26]. Mental health heavily depends on emotional states such as sentiments, reactions or stress, motivation, and spirit [27]. Research on mental health has always been a topic of research that continues to grow with various approaches and methods [28]. It is also an effort to guide an individual’s behaviors through determined standards and provide a way to respect individuals’ perspectives and values at school [29], [30]. In the context of MBS, character education is at the heart of the implementation of school activities. Every activity from waking up until going back to sleep has an instilled character value. In addition, the MBS program can make this school develop well, one of which is indicated by the increasing interest of new students in this school.

Lickona explained 11 basic principles of character education: First, character educator promotes core ethics values as good character base. Second, “Character” should be defined comprehensively to accompany thinking, feeling, and behavior. Third, effective character education needs an intentional, proactive, and comprehensive approach that encourages core value in all school life phases. Four, school should be care community [31]. Fifth, to develop character, students need an opportunity for moral action. sixth, effective character education covers a meaningful and challenging academic curriculum that respects all students and help their success. seventh, character education should try to develop students’ intrinsic motivation. Eighth, School staff should be study and moral community in which all share responsibilities for character education and try to obey same core values that guide students’ education. Ninth, character
education needs moral leadership from staff and students. Tenth, school should recruit parents and societies’ members as full partner in Building character. Eleventh, character education evaluation should assess school character, school staff function as character educators and how far the students manifest good character [32]. It is found a positive effect on school ability to fulfill students’ social, emotional and cognitive needs after social development program for all school citizens which is based on empirical proof from education psychological point of view [33]. The psychological approach is seen as a new approach which can help cognitive development for moral and character education from preschool to university [34].

Schools have used the principles of character education in the context of MBS. Schools collaborate and coordinate with all parties to streamline the implementation of character education; this is, of course, also a promotion of schools to be widely known in the community. MBS’s collaboration with the community is going well, allowing this school to be accepted in the community and provide benefits. Character education is implemented at MBS by school and dormitory staff to provide 24-hour monitoring of student activities. Concept of character education implementation in MBS Pleret can be seen in Figure 2.

3.1. Character education values at Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret

The result of research performed at Modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul is related to character education implementation, which is explained as follows: Character values applied at MBS Pleret can be categorized into four aspects so-called “RISTA” term. It stands for religious character, independence; social character, team building, and ta’zim as shown in Table 1. The five points are a part of values accumulation found in boarding school life, summarized by the researchers in the five aspects.

Based on Table 1, the five aspects are connected because it is impossible if each point run by itself and does not support each other. It’s unlikely that they have religious character but do not have social character. Also, the social character must be built from religious values, cooperation, and respect towards teachers. The five aspects conceptualized by the researchers become an offer in the boarding school. Figure 2 is the visualization of the five aspects, which are packaged to be an exciting concept.

Table 1. Religious character, independence, social character, team building, and ta’zim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Religious character</td>
<td>Religious character is the primary character which must exist in MBS Pleret Bantul. The religious values which can be found are five daily prayers, sunah salat (taqajjud and duha), Monday-Thursday Fasting, Tadarus Al-Qur'an, taftidz, etc. The emphasizing of character values concerning religious matters becomes the Islamic religious students' (santri)' basic capital at Modern Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul. Islamic Boarding School is a religious institution which prostrudes their religious values. Certainly, the Islamic religious students (santri) must be taught with more religious values than students who live outside the boarding school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>Independence is also trained in MBS Pleret environment to build Islamic religious students' (santri) character. Independence is required by all individuals because and individual does not feel the dependence towards other people. Moreover, Islamic religious students (santri) who study at the boarding school are demanded to have independence. It is different from the students who do not stay at the dormitory because they are still taken care of by their parents. In other words, Islamic religious students (santri) at the boarding school are required to be independent so that they can do everything independently although they help each other. They don’t only teach Islamic religious students (santri) to wash clothes, take care of themselves, or manage time, but also teach them to be brave (active). Khitobah Ashgar and Khitobah Akbar is also found in the program of Modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret. The objective is Islamic religious students (santri) will be able to become master of ceremony if they’re asked because they have been trained to do it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social character</td>
<td>Social character is a character which is embedded through interaction with peers and teachers, the care act towards the environment, etc. In boarding school, they must use Arabic and English. To dig their Arabic and English skill, they are expected to interact/speak with their friends teachers in the boarding school more often. Social values are seen from communication using foreign languages and social character values are built through their attention to peers. The objective of social character is to have sensitivity towards themselves, environment or other people who need our assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team building</td>
<td>Team building is more often called as cooperation. When they live at boarding school, Islamic religious students (santri) do not live alone and for a period of time, their solidarity is needed. The cooperation is also built-in their lives such as doing assignment together, community service to clean and maintain the boarding school environment, sport, etc. Building Islamic religious students (santri)'s cooperation has a fundamental objective which is to strengthen and tighten their relationship. They live separately from parents. So they are trained to be independent and able to cooperate well. In the future, they will be more intimate, solid and able to cooperate with other people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta’zim</td>
<td>Ta’zim is a form of Islamic religious students’ (santri) respect to teachers or ustadz/ustadzah. In the Islamic boarding school, ta’zim to teachers is ordinary and sacred because it is a form of respect towards teachers. It is challenging to find Islamic religious students (santri) who speak rude with ustadz/ustadzah in the boarding school. However, it is easy to find rude students outside the boarding who do not respect teacher. In Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School, the students (santri) are taught to respect, obey, be polite and well-mannered towards older people. As the term which mentions “Respect older people, love young people”, it is clear that they are taught to respect both peers and older people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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RISTA characters are summarized in the five values aspects in activities or programs arranged in programmed and incidental daily, weekly, monthly and annual activities aimed at building the Islamic students’ (santri) character and personality to be better [35]. The researchers figure out personality characters values in the following tabulation. Character aspects drawn in RISTA contain values drawn in the santri’s life at the boarding school. Moral emotion has a function to be an important connector between moral personality development and proximal decision making which is seen from daily moral behavior [36]. Daniel believes that character education needs a clear psychological understanding of disposition and development coherence and approach, which can be maintained for the appropriate education and what is known about effective teaching and learning [34]. The importance of character education program in the school curriculum, work definition of character education and teachers and parents’ character in the character education program. The objective is to prepare future leader [37]. Table 2 explains values that are found in character developed at school. Considering the five RISTA aspects conceptualized by the researchers, the picture on character education runs as religious, independence, social, cooperation, and respect values. Certainly, there is character values found there, but the researchers limit them in some values. The researchers realize that there will be many relevant values contained in each aspect.

### 3.2. The implementation of character education values at Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School

The implementation process of character education values at MBS Pleret utilizes some methods to make the delivery process more effective and efficient and reach the desired result. The methods utilized are:

i) Habituation method is one of reasonable educating efforts in building humans’ character. Educators use it to accustom students repeatedly until it becomes a habit that cannot be easily left and will be brought until their old days;  

ii) An exemplary method is a proper and appropriate action to be imitated. Ustadz/ustadzah are their primary role model at Islamic Boarding School because their Islamic students (santri) will see how their teachers act, speak, and politely and well-mannered behave;  

iii) Advising method is one of the activities which builds students’ moral. Therefore, Islamic students (santri) will have a sense of being noticed and loved by their teachers. Advise giving aims to improve and disenchant them so that they do not violate the rules that prevailed in the boarding school;  

iv) Reward and punishment method. The reward is given to Islamic students (santri) who have the potential to motivate another sentry to do as he does. While punishment is given to who violate the rules and regulation in the boarding school. It is aimed to provide them deterrent effect so they will not repeat the same mistake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Values content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Religious character</td>
<td>Thankfulness/ gratitude; sincerity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>Strong; brave; independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social character</td>
<td>Care; empathy; inclusive; tolerance; attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Team building</td>
<td>Hard work; cooperation; solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ta‘zim</td>
<td>Respect; obedient; polite; tabarruk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Factors of supporting and obstacle of character education values embedding process at Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School Pleret Bantul

Four important aspects of character education are: i) Students need performance characters (work ethics, self-discipline, perseverance, initiative, teamwork) to perform their best academic work; ii) Students develop their performance character (ability to work harder, overcome obstacles, find excitement in their work which is completed well) from their school works; iii) Students need moral character (respect, justice, goodness, honesty) to create classroom relationship which makes learning environment positive; iv) Students develop moral character from their school work (for example by assisting their colleagues in performing their best work through “critical culture” which offers constructive feedback by learning ethic problem in the curriculum and using curricular learning in service project) that assist solving the real-world problem) [38]. Character education program designed in sociocultural understanding on development positively affects teachers’ conversation, students’ assignment, and anti-social behavior. Qualitative and quantitative data prove students’ behavior development and teachers’ capacity building to focus their time on delivery content during the course [33].

After the explanation of character education values as found in Islamic MBS Pleret and its implementation, the last problem formulations on the supporting factors in the embedding process which is done at modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul are: i) Parents’ support. Support, spirit, motivation, and prayer given by their parents are helpful for the character education process continuation at the Boarding School; ii) The consistency of ustaz/ustadzah assistance. It is performed 24 hours by them. They stay in the boarding school environment with all Islamic students (santri) or who are so-called as Musyrifah/dormitory head. Musyrifah is assigned to support, assist, keep, and monitor all santri’s activities in the boarding school environment; iii) The boarding school program is dynamic and continuous. A dynamic and sustainable program will have a good impact on students, for example forming the professionalism of both students and teachers [39], in the Islamic perspective, this is called istiqamah. The programs arranged in the curriculum document of modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul cover daily, weekly, monthly, and annual program; iv) Conducive boarding school atmosphere and environment. The environment can also be the supporting factor of character values embedding the process in the boarding school because good environment helps the process to run smoothly. The religious atmosphere that is carried out is the habit of reading the Qur’an [40]. The activity of reading the Qur’an that was carried out turned out to have an influence on mental health.
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Figure 3. Concept of character education implementation in MBS Pleret
Besides supporting factors that can be shown in Figure 3, there are also obstacles of character values embedding process at Modern Islamic Boarding School (MBS) Pleret, such as: i) The Islamic students’ various backgrounds [41]. Although it is an extraordinary potential, it will be an obstacle at the boarding school because their local origin characters are still prevalent and language that cannot be understood and accepted easily by other friends; ii) Inconsistent punishment for Islamic students (santri). Violations performed by students are found in both educational institution and social boarding. The violations which they perform are late coming for Salat in a congregation or they do not perform daily duties. The violation will continuously occur if punishment is not given firmly. During the research, the researchers find some students do not maintain cleanliness, such as throwing rubbish carelessly, leaving the environment dirty and laundry falls. The teachers’ role in guiding character education is also essential. It is done by the teachers in each condition, for example when they teach, give command or communicate with parents [42].

The research explained that primary school teachers perceive that they understand most of character education aspects and get bachelor’s degree from private university affiliated with religion so that they have higher understanding of character education [43]. This research has drawn how the data and analysis are relevant with character education at modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS) Pleret Bantul seen from conception, implementation, and supporting and obstacle factors that can be drawn as the following. Character implementation has the potential itself. The design found here is RISTA. Then the researcher accumulates it with various types of analysis and data which is relevant with character education at modern Islamic Muhammadiyah Boarding School (MBS).

There are some methods of embedding character in the students. Film can be used to involve students in moral-dilemma moral to promote critical thinking and character development. The researchers perceive that film use in the classroom can challenge students to broaden and analyze their values and beliefs by checking popular film’s moral dilemma [44]. However, boarding school has all needed in the character building. Students will be controlled since wake up to bedtime.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on explanation, the research concludes: First, character values in MBS Pleret contain four aspects named religious character, independence, social character, team building, and ta’zim (RISTA). It stands MBS’s character values, which are instilled in students; aim to strengthen the personality of students and graduates by instilling them with strong characters and good mental health. Students are prepared to graduate with a strong Islamic character and good mental health. Second, character education implementation in MBS Pleret uses methods such as habituation, exemplary, advice, reward, and punishment. Third, supporting and obstacle factors of character education in MBS Pleret are parents’ support, assistance consistency ustaz/ustadzah (teacher), dynamic and continuous boarding school program, conducive atmosphere, and environment. Otherwise, the obstacle factors are the Islamic students (santri)’s various backgrounds and inconsistent punishment to santri’s violations.
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